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One of the long-standing ‘proofs’ of Einstein’s relativity is the alleged time dilation effect that muons created during cosmic 

ray collisions with particles in our upper atmosphere experience as they plummet downward at nearly the speed of light.  Given the 

assumption that all are created at one high altitude, relativists see only a ‘slowing’ of their ‘clocks’ as the means by which their 

decay can be sufficiently delayed so that an unexpectedly (according to classical physics) large number reach sea level.  One of the 

earliest experiments allegedly demonstrating this was by Frisch and Smith in 1963.  Dissident physicists have offered non-

relativistic explanations for the relatively high numbers of atmospheric muons reaching sea level, including the possibility that they 

are created by cosmic ray collisions with particles throughout our atmosphere, not just at a single altitude.  The plausibility of this 

argument is examined here as an alternative explanation to relativistic time dilation as the only acceptable answer offered by 

mainstream physics today. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Atmospheric muons are assumed to be created only in the upper atmosphere (at an altitude of ~15 km) when cosmic rays 

collide with particles. [1]  If created only at these altitudes, and given their half-life of only 2.2 µs, half should decay every (2.2E-

6 s)(3E+8 m/s) = 660 m if they are traveling at near the speed of light c.  This would leave only 1/2(15000/660) ≈ 1/223 ≈ 1E-7 (one 

ten-millionth) reaching sea level.  Experiments such as that by Frisch and Smith in 1963 indicated that the number of muons 

reaching near sea level is much greater than would be expected from these standard assumptions, prompting them, and successive 

physicists, to conclude that the muon half-lives were significantly lengthened due to their near-c speeds as postulated by Einstein’s 

relativity theories. [2]  In fact, they measured a decrease from an altitude of ~ 2 km down to sea level of only 151 out of 563 muons, 

or ~ 27%.  Even over this relatively short distance, a 2.2-µs half-life would suggest a decrease by 1 - 1/2(2000/660) ≈ 1 – 1/23 ≈ 88%.  

Therefore, they concluded that relativistic time dilation had ‘slowed’ the internal decay ‘clocks’ by an average factor of ~8.4. 

As with other ‘proofs’ of Einstein’s relativity, dissident physicists have considered possible non-relativistic explanations for 

observed results, typically being dismissed by relativists by patching up ‘The Standard Model’ with fictions such as Dark 

Matter/Energy, Big Bang Inflation, etc.  Specifically related to atmospheric muons is Reference [3]: 

 
… [W]hy are we adamant that we know everything about the muon and controlled all the factors which could affect its speed and 

life span? Relativists propose time dilation as if our knowledge about the life span and the speed of muons is perfect and absolute. Under 

certain conditions (gravity, energy state, environment, etc.) why not a muon [that can] travel faster or live longer before it decays into 
the smaller particles. 

Muon’s time dilation is only a calculated/predicted effect from the mathematics of relativity and hence can’t be accepted as a 

proof of relativity. Muon’s time dilation is what we would propose in the given scenario if the theory of relativity is correct. Relativists 
resort to circular logic here, i.e., they believe that relativity is true, so they imagine time dilation as really happening for the muons and 

then they claim their imagination of time dilation as proof of relativity —- like this they keep going in circles in every scenario that they 

claim as proof of relativity. 
Why not [suppose that] the muons produced in the laboratory experience the same time dilation and length contraction if their 

speed was same as that of the cosmic ray muons? And if they did, why haven’t we seen the laboratory muons travel the same 16000 

meters as their cosmic counter parts? And if they travelled 16000 meters distance in their life span of 2 microseconds, what would be 
their speed? 

 

Since atmospheric muons apparently are created by particle collisions with cosmic rays, why should these collisions be limited 

only to the upper atmosphere when atmospheric density increases with decreasing altitude?  If muons could be created throughout 

the atmosphere, what might be observed with decreasing altitude?  Could observations similar to that by Frisch and Smith be 

explained by simply assuming muons are created throughout the atmosphere, not just in the upper atmosphere, thereby eliminating 

the need for ‘time dilation’ as a panacea? 

 

2. Creation of Muons as a Function of Atmospheric Density 
 

From Reference [4], a plot of atmospheric density vs. altitude shows an exponential-like increase with decreasing altitude, 

from near-zero density at ~ 35 km to ~ 1.3 kg/m3 at sea level (0 km), as shown in Figure 1.  Where muons supposedly are created 

(~ 15 km), the atmospheric density is only ~ 0.2 kg/m3, or < 1/6th of the maximum.  Would it not seem logical to assume cosmic 

rays create muons at altitudes less than 15 km where collisions with particles should be more likely, perhaps all the way down to 

sea level?  Countering this to some extent (evaluated below) is the decrease in cosmic ray intensity with decreasing altitude, from 

a maximum at ~15 km (~ 70/min according to Reference [5]) to a minimum at sea level (~ 8/min, from the same reference), as 

shown in Figure 2. 

Let us assume that the creation of muons is directly proportional to the ratio of the atmospheric density at altitude y to that 

density at ~ 15 km = 15,000 m (here we use 15,180 m so that equal intervals of 660 m exist down to sea level, corresponding to 

the distance over which half of the muons created at altitude y decay) as well as to the ratio of the cosmic ray intensity at altitude 

y to that intensity also at ~15 km = 15,000 m (again using 15,180 m).  Start with one muon created at 15,180 m and calculate the 
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number created and remaining undecayed for every decrease in altitude by 660 m down to sea level.  The net number of muons at 

each altitude decrement is shown in Table 1 and Figure 3. 

 

3. Speculation 
 

The trend shown in Figure 3 indicates the number of muons vs. altitude rises initially with decreasing altitude as the atmospheric 

density increases fairly steadily while the cosmic ray intensity decreases sharply but is still at its highest levels. 

 

 
FIGURE 1.  Atmospheric Density vs. Altitude 

 

Subsequently the number of muons decreases with decreasing altitude, leveling off when approaching sea level at ~ 1.4 as the 

steady increase in atmospheric density is countered by the leveling off of the decrease in cosmic ray intensity and continued decay 

of previously created muons.  The trend over the same range measured by Frisch and Smith (~ 2000 m to sea level) is slightly 

upward (1.342 to 1.393), an increase by ~ 4% vs. their observed decrease by ~ 27%.  However, this does not even remotely approach 

the presumed non-relativistic decrease of ~88% over that same range that would be expected if all atmospheric muons were created 

at one altitude (~ 15 km) then decayed with the 2.2-µs half-life as they plummeted downward at near-c speed.  Therefore, while 

the relativists will contend that the Frisch-Smith observations are explained by relativistic time dilation, dissidents like myself 

might counter that other non-relativistic explanations are also plausible.  Given the extreme simplicity of my model here (direct 

proportionalities to only the ratios of atmospheric density and cosmic ray intensity), it is easy to imagine other secondary effects 

that could change the slight increase over the Frisch-Smith range that I estimate to align with the decrease they observed without 

resorting to relativistic time dilation as a panacea. 
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FIGURE 2.  Cosmic Ray Intensity vs. Altitude 
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TABLE 1.  Net Number of Muons vs. Altitude 

 

 
 

 
FIGURE 3.  Net Number of Muons vs. Altitude (m) 
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